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This issue of the Teaching and Learning Bulletin focuses on some real ‘practical strategies’ with tips and
further support for guidance, which you can trial /experiment with in your lessons over the ensuing months.
As you are aware this academic year we have introduced a more ‘strategic approach’ to each of our key
priority areas so that all staff are actively involved in addressing these areas. The key areas are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High Potential (Working Group Party Lead :Lisa Hamilton)
eLearning ( Working Group Party Lead : Nick Murray)
SEND ( Working Group Party Lead : Gemma Dunne)
Literacy ( Working Group Party Lead : Debbie Borley)
Numeracy ( Working Group Party Lead: Elisabeth Senyah)
Raising Boys Achievements ( Working Group Party Lead: Stephanie Arm )
Marking and Feedback ( Working Group Party Lead: Nicole Blackford)

To ensure greater collaborative work continues with our Innovation Unit, members are working very closely with
each Working Group Party to support and offer practical strategies which can be used as a starting point for trialling
of ideas to raise achievement. The strategies which follow have been compiled by the Innovation Unit and we are
hoping that all staff can trial some of the suggested ideas to discover which are more effective.

SUGGESTED STRATEGIES TO SUPPORT

KEY PRIORITY AREAS

1) Literacy Strategy
Area of Focus: Literacy
Strategy: Exploring strategies to develop students’
vocabulary and comprehension skills in different
subjects.
Due to new testing that has been used over
the last year, it has become evident that many
students’ reading ages are 1-2 years below their
chronological age. It was agreed by the Literacy
Working party that students need to develop their
reading skills in 4 specific areas (comprehension,
analysis, vocabulary, inference) across all
subjects and that the literacy fortnights are the
perfect time to focus in more detail on these
skills. Lesson Study sessions will be used to trial
resources prior to sharing the findings with the
whole school in preparation for term 2b literacy
fortnight (comprehension and vocabulary) and
term 3a (analysis and inference).

Ideas:
Ways of using questioning to aid comprehension:
• Using thinking dice (understanding) – students create
their own questions using starters on die in order to
check the comprehension skills of students
• Using a pack of cards – each suit has a specific aspect
of the text students have read assigned to it. For
example: hearts = character, spades = setting, clubs
= theme, diamonds = vocabulary choices. Students
turn over cards and reveal the suit. The number on the
card determines how many statements students have
to make on that subject that relates to that text.
• Sequencing activity – cut up text and students
put it into order to show their understanding
• Students each create a paper fortune teller – different layers
ask questions about different aspects of the text – play with
partner

Description of activity:
During the meeting, we will each plan activities
and prepare resources with our Lesson
Study partners, using some of the suggested
approaches below. The choice of activity,
resource and texts depends on what best suits
our subject area, age and ability. Despite aiming
to develop the same skills, a ‘one size fits all’
approach is impossible with so many different
and varied subjects.

• Make a spinner to ask students questions

• Using images to support SEN students with
understanding the structure / order of a text
• Dominoes / jigsaws – put images into
sequence of text to show understanding

Ways of developing students’ vocabulary skills
Understanding of vocabulary in a text:
• Remove keywords from a text and ask students to insert their own choices then
compare with original text to promote discussion and check understanding
• Highlight words that students should aim to replace with alternatives
• Lower ability students could be given words cut up to insert into a text to check
their understanding of both the vocabulary and the text as a whole
• Place words around the room to describe an aspect of the text – students move to the words
they feel are most appropriate for describing that aspect of the text and justify
• Highlight verbs, nouns, past tense in different colours to explore understanding of different types of vocabulary
• Odd one out – give students words / pictures and they discuss which is the odd one out
• Back to back – words on PPT and students sit in pairs (one facing back wall). Describe the word
without saying it and the other has to guess the word to check understanding of word meanings
Resources: Will differ depending on the requirements of staff. All staff will need to bring and iPad / laptop.
Further support: Debbie Borley
Innovation Unit member point of contact: Christina Lascelles, Nicola Evitts (Lead Practitioner)

2) Marking And Feedback
Strategy
Area of Focus: Raising standards in marking and
feedback
Strategy 1: ‘Pink and green marking’
This is an attempt to cut down the amount of
marking that staff do, and also to gain quality
response to marking from students. Green for
great, pink for think! Would like members from
different departments to trial the approach and feed
back to group.
Description of activity:
Deep marking of one piece of work per fortnight.
Highlight the good parts in green and the parts
that students need to further work on in pink. The
feedback should be only action based, thereby
minimising the amount of reading students have
to do and also the marking that staff do. This will
abolish the need for the WWW part of marking, as
these parts are highlighted in green.
Resources: Pink and green highlighters, pink pens.
Further support: Rachel Rathbone
Innovation Unit member point of contact: Nicole
Blackford (Lead Practitioner)
Strategy 2: Marking mentor scheme
This is an attempt to support staff who struggle
with the quantity and/or quality of their marking and
feedback.
Description of activity:
We would identify ‘marking mentors’ in each
department, and those during QA and work
scrutinies identified as requiring support would be
buddied up with a mentor from their department.
Resources: CPD for marking mentors in dept.
Further support: Nicole Blackford (Lead
Practitioner)
Innovation Unit member point of contact:
Rachel Rathbone

3) Numeracy Strategy
Area of Focus: Numeracy.
Strategy: Getting students actively involved when answering
numeracy questions in lesson.
This is in an attempt to make numeracy interesting and engaging
for students. It may be completely irrelevant in some subject
areas, but could still be used as a quick starter activity, like the
old brain gym activities.
Description of activity:
Option 1:
Multiple choice questions where the students decide their
answer by moving to one of the 4 walls in the classroom. I
normally label the walls A, B, C, D, show the students a
numeracy questions with 4 possible answers, could be
multiplication, addition, subtraction, division, percentage of
amount, shape recognition, simplifying expressions, anything
really! Then get the student to move to the wall with the option
that they think is correct.
Option 2:
Pair activities but in a practical form. If you have say a class of
20 students make 10 questions cards and 10 answer cards, give
them out to the students randomly, maybe as they enter the
room, and tell them to find their match. Once they have found
their match you check their answer is correct. Then they have
2 minutes of ‘walk swap’ (keep walking randomly around the
room and swapping their card as they go) so that students that
have a different questions/answer and get them to find their
match again. Repeat this as many times as you like. Possible
topics for questions could be multiplication, addition, subtraction,
division, percentage of amount, shape recognition, simplifying
expressions, anything really!
Resources: Will differ depending on which option staff would
like to do, but either one is easy to prepare and doesn’t take too
much time.
Further support: Elisabeth Senyah
Innovation Unit member point of contact:
Sarah Park (Lead Practitioner)

4) Raising Boys Achievement Strategy

5) eLearning Strategy

Area of Focus: Raising boys’ achievement through
transition.

Area of Focus: eLearning
Level: Beginner / Intermediate
Strategy 1: Using eLearning to engage, motivate and
feedback to students.
With the introduction of staff IPads there has been a mixed
response in the frequency and the way eLearning has
been used in the classroom. The most frequent users are
always gaining confidence however, where there is a lack
of confidence of using devices, the courage to use it slips
further away.
This strategy aims to Keep It Simple and use repetition to
gain confidence. And yes, this has been delivered before but
this is repetition to gain confidence.

Strategy: Providing students with a real sense of
purpose and a real audience for their work.
This is in an attempt to combat disengagement and
the emergence of a “what’s the point?” attitude. We felt
that some activities are often seen as unimportant and
irrelevant, by boys in particular. It is hoped that regularly
providing real life purposes and audiences for pupils’
work could help to combat this.
Description of activity:
We will each choose from the suggested approaches
below depending on what best suits our subject area.
It was felt that to narrow it down to a ‘one size fits all’
approach would be too restrictive in this instance.
• Setting up links with other schools or classes
so that pupils can produce a story/book/
piece of writing for another (specific) pupil?
• Producing a collaborative revision guide or
anthology of work where each pupil becomes a
‘specialist’ in or takes responsibility for a key focus
area. Make clear that this will be photocopied
and a copy given to each student to take home
and use. Could homework be set from this too?
• Producing work to be displayed on Life TV or the
school website - possibly linked to competition
where the best work is chosen at intervals.
• Producing a VLOG to be uploaded to the student
area for others to access and respond to.
• Regularly taking photos of pupils’ work
and displaying on the board immediately
(through air server) to encourage discussion/
peer assessment and a culture of pride.
• Opportunities for students to deliver a ‘minilesson’, starter or plenary to their peers.
• Inquiry based learning – basing
learning in the context of real life.
Resources: Will differ depending on the approach!
Further support: Stephanie Arm /Laura Walker
regarding use of Life TV if working group members
choose this approach.
Innovation Unit Member Point of Contact:
Emma Gardner

Description of activity:
Using Air server
• Set up and use your IPad with Airserver.
• Show some of the ways Airserver can be
used to enhance the learning
experience of students.
Explain Everything
Take a picture of work to annotate it in real time
to show off exemplar material and next steps.
Mark work using a combination annotations
and audio. This can then be converted to a
video clip and sent to students.
Resources: iPad /or laptop.
Further support: Nick Murray (E Learning Manager)
Innovation Unit Member Point of Contact: Greg McEwan,
Jake Landsborough, Jack Nichols
Strategy 2:
Level: Intermediate/Advanced
Area of Focus: Online Learning
Using PowerPoint MIX to create interactive and multi-media
content to engage and raise the achievement of boys in
homework activities.
Resources required: laptops; an existing PowerPoint
presentation with ‘MIX’ plug in installed; IWB.
Description of Activity:
1. Post-lesson or live in lesson use PowerPoint Mix
to create a video of process modelling (at the IWB/
PowerPoint slide). Students have access to this
PowerPoint and video for their homework task.
2. Add a quick quiz, embedded in the PowerPoint, to
assess understanding and knowledge retention of the
students (after watching the video element of the Power
point) – to be completed online by learners as homework.
3. Access and evaluate learner quiz scores prior
to next lesson in order to inform lesson content
and personalised learning and intervention.
Notes: This is a form of flipped learning – where students
revise/engage with knowledge/understand levels of
Anderson’s/Bloom’s taxonomy – allowing a focus on apply/
analyse within the subsequent lesson.
Further Support: Mr Nick Murray (eLearning Manager)
Innovation Unit Member Point of Contact: Naheed Ahmed,
Kirandeep Dhaliwal, Jack Nichols
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7) SEND Strategy
Area of Focus: SEND
Strategy: Exploring strategies to develop and refine
SEND pupils experience of: PRAISE; LSA SUPPORT and
STICKABILITY.
This is an attempt to build on low self-esteem and become
more resilient when approaching problems in lessons.
Description of activity:
• We will each choose from the suggested
approaches below depending on what
best suits your subject area.
• Establish a praise system where pupils
are rewarded for the work they complete
in lesson. This could be in the form of a
reward chart where students would earn
points in lesson for completing a task. As
a result students would be sent home
postcards/ good phone calls/ Oscar awards.
• More productive use of LSA’s in lessons.  
Allow LSA’s to deliver starters or plenaries
to free class teacher up to work with an
individual. Improve communication with
your LSA through verbal/email contact.
Could we train LSA’s up to do more,
• Allow LSA’s to access training available to
teachers - to increase their subject knowledge.
Using different methods with your LSA.

8) High Potential Strategy
Area of Focus: High Potential
Strategy: Exploring strategies to
motivate, stretch and challenge the
more able students, with an aim to
develop students into more resourceful
and resilient individuals.
Rationale:
The key to the teaching of High
Potential students is to create an ethos
of excellence within the classroom
that motivates students to challenge
themselves to achieve the very best in
all aspects of their work. There is also
a need to develop the independence
and resilience of these students, skills
that are not only important for them to
achieve academically, but will also allow
them to be competitive when it comes to
applications for university/employment.

Stickability: use
of a learning wal
l to engage pupi
Use of pictures/a
ls.
rtefacts to aid re
call. Using pictur
to remember key
es
information. Rev
ising by chunking
into information
– with a ‘can you
remember’ tick of
approach.
f
• Mnemonics –
as an aid to rem
ember
formulae/equatio
ns/sequences. U
sing
‘something else’
to remember wha
t you
actually need. ‘N
ever Eat Shredd
ed Wheat.’
• Snowballing
– an activity that
is out the
norm to help pupi
ls remember. Doi
ng
something random
in the lesson to
remember what
you covered in th
e lesson.
Resources:
Will differ depend
ing on the approa
ch; time to plan
Further suppor
t: Gemma Dunne
, Sam Perry
Innovation Unit
Point of Contact
: Dalvinder Dale,
Katherine Crutchl
ey

General ideas
• Teach to the top – focus on the harder
concepts and then differentiate down.
• Focus on why, rather than what. This will lead to a focus
on understanding rather than superficial knowledge.
• Focus higher order questioning towards the high potential students.
• Reasoning: When students share their opinion with you,
or with a partner during discussion, push them to explain
what underpins that opinion. Do not let unsupported
assertions escape without asking “Why?”, “What reasons
do you have for thinking that?” You can even train your
pupils to start asking these questions of each other.
• Use high potential students to explain their correct
answers to the rest of the class, with a focus on how
they got to their answer, with the aim to improve their
understanding and develop their communication skills.
• Use differing structures in the classroom (more able students
grouped together, more able/less able mixed groups) to
encourage discussion between different groups of students.
This will encourage more able students to think more
about their audience for the points they wish to make.

General ideas continued...
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More detailed strategy
Jigsaw Class – Flipped Learning
1. Pre-select lesson (2-3 lessons ahead).
2. Pre-select groups and topics to be covered.
Eg. Why did the Spanish Armada fail?
Leadership
Design of weapons and ships
Weather
Delays
Unsuitability of the port
3. Assign research topic to groups. Eg. How each factor
contributed to the failure of the Armada.

• Set more challenging work to stretch high
potential students, even if the work is not
directly linked to the course criteria.
• Explicit teaching is given about the success criteria for
the highest grades and is linked to specific activities.
• Encourage competition and always praise hard
work, rather than just focussing on ability being
the reason that someone has succeeded.
• Focus on role models – high achievers who are
successful due to their achievements in your subject
area (could be ex-students/ famous people).
• Support the ‘Challenge Yourself’ programme by
asking HP students how they are getting on with
their tasks/ encourage students who have an interest
in your subject area to complete the challenges.

4. Keep them on track – Students to show research
completed in the lessons prior – covers HW for the
lessons prior.
5. During the lesson:
• Each group is an expert on their factor
• They have to teach the other pupils
in the class about their factor.
6. Plenary to be completed by the teacher. (Plenary
could be decided as a class on the best way to check for
understanding).
Further support: Lisa Hamilton
Innovation Unit Point of Contact: Naomi Bruton (Lead Practitioner), Hazel Murray

UPCOMING KEY DATES FOR YOUR
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Please make a note of the following key dates where the planning, trialling and sharing of pedagogy will take place.
Wednesday 16th November
Wednesday 30th November
Wednesday 4th January

Wednesday 18th January
Wednesday 8th March

Wednesday 29th March
Wednesday 17th May
Wednesday 7th June

Innovation Unit lead Working Group Party session sharing practical
strategies.

All staff to ‘buddy up’ and plan ‘Lesson Study 1’ trialling ideas from
the Working Group Party

Lesson Study feedback session and planning for first Market Place
Event. ( NB: All lesson buddy pairs to facilitate a Market Place
session in either Market Place 1 on 18/1/17 or Market Place 2 on
17/5/17 )
MARKET PLACE EVENT 1

All staff to ‘buddy up’ and plan ‘Lesson Study 2’ trialling ideas from
the Working Group Party

Lesson Study feedback session and planning for first Market Place
Event 2
MARKET PLACE EVENT 2

SHOWCASE FINALE – Each Working Group Party to share/
present ‘5’ key strategies /ideas garnered from this academic year
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